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The Day of the Lord?  The eve of World War Three?, on: 2010/6/10 15:58
found this rather interesting video on youtube, When you read "RT" in the corner thats, obviously "Russia Today".

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQA1_K_FzV4&feature=related

its in a few parts.

just pray, dont be scared. Jesus is His Name.

Re: The Day of the Lord?  The eve of World War Three?, on: 2010/6/10 16:06
mind you brethern, i did not make this video, i just watched it, thats all...here's part two, test all spirits.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVFD-DKOi7I&feature=related

Re:  - posted by Earendel (), on: 2010/6/17 0:15
Thanks for posting these...we are commanded by the Lord to watch and Pray...I am posting these on my own site as wel
l:
http://the-christians-forum.com/topic/3469610/1/

Here is another related news clip:

Mullah Wants Nukes

Yahoo! News is reporting an Associated Press story detailing a book written by Ayatollah Yazdi calling for Iran to produc
e nuclear weapons.

"The Associated Press on Monday obtained a copy of a book written by Ayatollah Mohammad Taqi Mesbah Yazdi in whi
ch he wrote Iran should not deprive itself of the right to produce these Â“special weapons.Â” Â… YazdiÂ’s hardline view
s, including devotion to the Mahdi, a messiah-like figure to reappear ahead of judgement day, have had a strong impact 
on Ahmadinejad, who shows him more respect than any other senior cleric. Â… In his book, Yazdi said Iran must acquir
e the necessary deterrent weapons in order to be able to stand up to its enemies. Â“Under Islamic teachings, all commo
n tools and materialistic instruments must be employed against the enemy and prevent enemyÂ’s military superiority,Â” 
he said. He also said Muslims must not allow a few powers to monopolize certain weapons in their arsenal."

Analysis. Lest you wonder further what the source of all the problems really is, I give you Ayatollah Yadzi. ShiÂ’i theolog
y says that the Mahdi will only reappear in a time of chaos to lead the faithful (Shiites) to world domination. What could b
e more chaotic than a regional war in the Middle East?

source: http://www.worldthreats.com/?p=2633
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